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We supply Hygienic Wall 
Cladding and Linings 
across the UK.

Why Hygenic?

Since 1989

Hygenic was one of the first specialist companies 
in the UK to offer Hygienic wall and ceiling linings 
to some of the largest brands within the Health, 
Pharmaceutical, Food, Education and Leisure 
facilities including the NHS, Morrisons, Coca-
Cola and Walkers.
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Our Products

Hygenics ever-expanding portfolio of products 
includes the likes of Antimicrobial wall cladding, 
Hygienic wall cladding, Wall protection and Hygienic 
ceilings. Our products are available in a wide range of 
colours and finishes whilst complying with the most 
stringent hygiene and safety standards. With a 20 
year guarantee on materials its no wonder our clients 
have the confidence to specify us.
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Hygenic wall cladding panels don't harbour bacteria like 
tiles do, nor do they flake or corrode like steel will. Offering a 
watertight finish they can be wiped clean in seconds. They 
are also resistant to chemicals typically found in the medical, 
healthcare and food production industries. Our Hygenic wall 
cladding comes in a range of colours and finishes to suit your 
needs. 

Features and benefits

Light weight 
Easy to install 
Resistant to many chemicals 
Low maintenance 
Available in a range of colours

Products

Antimicrobial hygienic cladding prevents the growth of any 
bacteria and has been tested to reduce microbes by 99.9% 
within 2 hours. Offering a watertight finish, these panels can 
be wiped clean in seconds and are extremely durable. This 
cladding contains zero VOCs and can achieve a class 0 fire 
rating. Available in a range of colours and finishes to suit your 
needs.

Features and benefits

Prevents bacteria growth  
Reduces microbes by 99.9% 
Low maintenance 
Extremely durable 
Available in a range of colours
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Hygenic Stripclad (ceilings) offer an easy to install, low 
maintenance, low cost solution for any industry. With flush 
fitting interlocking PVC plank sections, the excellent flush 
joints mean that the hygienic ceilings are extremely easy to 
clean and maintain. Stripclad is impervious to attack from 
fungi, insects, vermin and most typical bacteria’s.

Features and benefits

Easy to install 
Low maintenance 
Impervious to attack 
Class 1 fire rating 
Interlocking

Products

Antimicrobial protection for walls and doors. Hygenic wall 
protection is extremely hard wearing to withstand any damage. 
It also boasts a textured finish to camouflage any scratches. 
Our wall protection protects against the threat of typical 
bacteria's including E.Coli, MRSA and Influenza. Available in a 
range of colours to suit your needs.

Features and benefits

Extremely hard wearing 
Withstands damage 
Textured finish 
Protects against typical bacterias 
Available in a range of colours
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10mm Hygenic Thermopanels don't harbour bacteria like 
tiles do, nor do they flake or corrode like steel will. Hygenic 
Thermopanels can be fixed to stud partitions or framework 
and eliminates the need for plasterboards and wet trades. 
Offering a watertight finish they can be wiped clean in 
seconds and are also resistant to most chemicals typically 
found in the medical, healthcare and food production 
industries.

Features and benefits
Foodsafe tested
Eliminates the need for plasterboard and wet trades
Fixes direct to blockwork or existing substrates
Resistant to many chemicals 
Low maintenance 
Class 1 fire rating

Products

Specification writing,
design and technical
support.
Visit our websites resource area for CPD 
presentations, detailed design and project 
specifications.

www.hygenic.co.uk/resources
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Sectors we work with

Healthcare Facilities

Food Manufacturers

Hospitality

Education

Pharmaceutical

Animal Care

Commercial Offices

Sport and Leisure
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Pastel Range

White Stone Sage

Cream Mint Sky Blue

Light Grey Linen Pebble

Powder Blue Fawn Pale Pink

Grey Mauve
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Vibrant Range

Purple Hot Pink Red

Sage Green Apple Green Sky Blue

Black Lime Green White

Royal Blue Grey Orange

Aqua Yellow
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Contact

UK Delivery
Same day, 24 hour and timed deliveries 
available across the UK.

Contact
Talk to our specialist team about your project.

 01274 653 777

 sales@hygenic.co.uk
 www.hygenic.co.uk

Hygenic Walls & Ceilings UK Ltd.
Hygenic House.

B12 - B13 Headway Business Centre.
Knowles Lane, Dudley Hill

Bradford

BD4 9SW
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Trusted by industry leaders




